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are not true symbols, however, since, according to his
teaching, they have merely the role of signs or symptoms of
the background processes. The true symbol differs essentially
from this, and should be understood as the expression of an
intuitive perception which can as yet, neither be apprehended
better, nor expressed differently. When, for example, Plato
expresses the whole problem of the theory of cognition in his
metaphor of the cave, or when Christ expresses the idea of the
Kingdom of Heaven in his parables, these are genuine and
true symbols; namely, attempts to express a thing, for which
there exists as yet no adequate verbal concept. If we were
to interpret Plato's metaphor in the manner of Freud we should
naturally come to the uterus, and we should have proved
that even the mind of Plato was deeply stuck in the primeval
levels of 'infantile sexuality'. But in doing so we should
also remain in total ignorance of what Plato actually preated
from the primitive antecedents of his philosophical intuition;
we should, in fact, carelessly have overlooked his most essential
product, merely to discover that he had ' infantile'
phantasies like every other mortal. Such a conclusion could
possess value only for the man who regards Plato as a super-
human being, and who is therefore able to find a certain
satisfaction in the fact that even Plato was also a man. But
who would want to regard Plato as a god ? Surely only a
man who is afflicted by the tyranny of infantile phantasies,
in other words, a neurotic mentality. For such an one the
reduction to universal human truths is profitable on medical
grounds. But this would have nothing whatever to do
with the meaning of the Platonic parable.
I have purposely lingered over the relation between medical
psycho-analysis and the work of art, because I want to
emphasize the point that this kind of psycho-analysis is,
at the same time, also the Freudian doctrine. Freud himself
- by his rigid dogmatism has seen to it* that the two funda-
mentally different things should be regarded by the public as
identical. Yet this technique may be employed with benefit

